Place, Space &
History
ages 11 and up | 60 -120 min

A person is a part of the natural world, just like any other
creature. However, what makes humans unique is our capacity
to quickly make large transformations in the environment. We
alter our terrain to grow food, build housing, enjoy recreation,
and provide energy for our lifestyles. This continuously alters
and changes the spaces in which we live. These places we
inhabit contain markers of unseen histories - even influencing
our physical movements as the landscapes of our communities
move into the future. How does the history of the people who
have shaped these places before us resonate in the spaces in
which we now live?
In 2014, Paul Druecke created Garden Path at the Lynden
Sculpture Garden. His multi-layered work, which used a wide
range of materials and approaches—from custom-printed rugs,
to path building, mural painting, and stenciling— was exhibited
in the gallery and outside on the grounds at the Lynden
Sculpture Garden.
Druecke’s physical path, leads us to some unexpected places
at Lynden, crossing lawns, a patio, a parking lot and even
traveling outside Lynden’s perimeter fence! Along the way, you
might ask where the path was taking you. Looking around,
you’ll realize there is a lack of paths at Lynden: a place
originally designed as a backyard that later became a public
sculpture garden. If you stay on the path however, you will
encounter Druecke’s interest in exposing the hidden histories of
this place and in honoring those whose work shaped the
sculpture garden into the space we know today.
Inspiration:
Paul Druecke Garden Path, 2014
Inside/Outside: Paul Druecke | Lynden Sculpture
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History

With the help of his students, Druecke painted a 100-foot-long mural
on the perimeter fence that faces Brown Deer Road. Laundry Day
operates as a window into the imagined life of Lynden when it was a
private residence, with laundry hanging in what is now a parking lot.

Plat maps printed on the rugs continue the garden path inside
Lynden’s gallery, where the names of landowners are neatly
handwritten across geometric divisions of the earth. Druecke’s rugs
on the floors are woven maps of land ownership, chronicling the
changing social geography of the abundant spaces of the north
shore and contrasting it to the dense lots of Riverwest where he
lives.

Druecke placed a granite marker along Garden Path honoring the
labor of all those, past and present, who have worked behind the
scenes to make Lynden what it is.

I Wonder…
• How does Garden Path consider Lynden’s history - from
being a private home to becoming a public space?
• How does Garden Path acknowledge histories we might not
have known about?
• How does Garden Path change the way we move around
the sculpture garden?

Project:
Place, Space & History
Druecke’s work considers place, its ever changing history, and the way
boundaries, both physical and unseen, determine how we interact in these
spaces. Consider the place you live. How has your home, yard, neighborhood
changed over time? Understanding the past can help you better know the
present and aid in shaping the future.

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

Note book
Pencil
Computer (optional)
Camera (optional)
Your choice of art materials you have on hand.

Gathering Data - Inspiration for Making:
1. Look closely around your home, apartment, building, yard, and
neighborhood. What traces of the past can you uncover? Look for examples
that reveal hidden histories. How can you document what you find? For
example, you might make rubbings of surfaces in or on your home that have
changed since it was built; draw a map of things added or removed from
your yard; or photograph the changes you find in your neighborhood.
2. Find objects left behind from those who came before you. Our family keeps
a shelf of objects found while digging in the garden as a way to
commemorate our home’s history.
3. Research the history of your home and neighborhood. When was your
house built? Who lived there in the past? What has changed over time? You
might: Interview a family member or use Wisconsin First Nations Milwaukee
Historical Society or Old Maps of Milwaukee to uncover the history of your
neighborhood.
4. Spend time in overlooked spaces: sit for five minutes in a space that is not
often visited in your home or yard. Record things you notice - what you see,
hear, smell.

Making:
Make something based on what you've learned.
1. Make a collage of images, writings, maps, or rubbings that you collected
that honors your home’s past.
2. Make a tour map (like the map of Garden Path, above) that leads people
to overlooked spaces. Or draw a space in your home as you imagine it
looked years ago.
3. Imagine that you could interview your home or even an old tree in your
neighborhood. Write an illustrated story of changes it has seen over
time.

Taking It Further:
Place, Space & History
A Brief History of Lynden
Prior to the arrival of European settlers, the area where Lynden is
located was largely forest containing many wild animals. It was
inhabited by the native Algonquian and Siouan people. In the mid
1800s, as Europeans and their descendants moved westward, they
cleared the forests to to build their homes and provide fuel for heat.
Homesteads turned into farms and the land was converted to large
cornfields. In 1927, Harry Bradley bought the existing farmhouse and
barn and 40 acres of land. In 2010, the property transitioned from a
private residence to a public space showcasing Mrs. Bradley’s
collection of monumental sculpture.
Photos: Lynden c. 1930’s; Lynden present day.

Time Landscape (1965-1978–Present) is an land artwork by
American artist Alan Sonfist (1946- ). It is located in Lower
Manhattan in New York City. This art piece consists of plants that
were native to the New York City area during pre-colonial times.
• How does Sonfist honor the history of this place?
• How does it change the way people might think of the city as it is

today?
• How does it change the way people move through the city?
Sources

Artists explore Lynden’s gardens, inside and out | Entertainment |
wisconsingazette.com
Catalog: Paul Druecke: Garden Path:
https://www.lyndensculpturegarden.org/content/lynden-gift-gallery
Inside/Outside: Nancy Popp + Paul Druecke | Lynden Sculpture
http://www.alansonfist.com/landscapes_time_landscape.html https://
wisconsinfirstnations.org/native-people-wisconsin/

Old maps of Milwaukee

